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Abstract

Experimental results of an experimental study of a nearby insulator zone at the entry of
high power MPD thruster, where a ionization of a propellant entering the discharge take place,
are given in the paper. The results are compared with a simple calculation model of the gas
ionization in a flow. The MPD thruster mock-up - at which the measurements were done-
included two coaxial copper electrodes with spacing insulator. The electrode diameters are 2 cm
and 10 cm respectively, 8.7 cm long. The MPD thruster power supply was taken from a
capacitor bank, 120 pF, charged up to 3-15 kV. 18 vacuum switches were used for
commutating the current. The phenomenon of inlet steady state ionization in high power MPD
thrusters has been explained in a base of simple ionization model.

Thus in a quasi-stationary -high power MPD thruster with the mass flow rate equal
10 24 cm-2s- 1 at the inlet voltage equal to a few kilovolts the ionization zone is less 10-2cm. In
this case the ionization process at the MPD- thruster inlet should not, probably, make a
noticeable effect on the plasma dynamics in the accelerating channel.

Nomenclature

E electric field in the channel inlet

I potential of ionization
M particle mass
me electron mass
m' mass flow rate
R fraction of radiation per act of ionization
Te electron temperature
Ta temperature of atoms
Tea the time of collisions between electrons and atoms
Tei time of Coulombian collisions
v plasma flow velocity
Oa(Te) the ionization constant, ca(Te)- exp (-I/kT)
a electric conductivity of plasma, o=m'/v ,e2 T/me
t 1=(Tea- +Tei-)-' 1

e electron cost
e is the photoionization cost of electron i.e. the amount of energy

under dissipation of which one act of ionization occurs in plasma
X, is the electron thermal conductivity
(D is the ionization flux density in the ionization zone

Subscripts/superscripts

a atoms
e electrons
I ions
D radiation

I
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U Introduction

SThe filst section of this paper presents the results from experientl study' of ne .i
insulator zone at the tllruster inlet. Interferometric measurements provided bh MN ch- Zh.lielder
interferometer. The rest of this paper focuses on the simple propellent ionizattion miodel.

In [11 an overall ionization rate model has been developed wich takes into account the
cffects and wich may be used in a variety of flow models. Results are given for argon atoms and
ions and for the hydrogen atoms. In high power MPD thrusters especially wvith solid propellent

Sradiative effects can be significant. Moreovere radiative effects increase with impurities content.
It is of interest to consider energy model of propellent ionization at the inlet of high powver
MPD thruster, where the radiation effects are essential. Such model, considered in this paper is
semi-phenomenological one. Some parameters such as electron cost, radiative electron cost 12)
was estimated from experiments. Estimates have been produced for teflon plasma.

| Experimental Results

The MPD thruster facility with which the measurements were done. consist of two
coaxial copper electrodes with a spacing insulator. The electrodes are 2 cm and 10 cm in
diameter, 8.7 cm long. The power supply to the MPD- thruster was realized from the capacitor
bank, 120 pF, charged up to 3- 15 kV. For commutation of a current 18 vacuum switches \\ere
used. The discharge current amplitude was 500 .kA [1].

The magnetic ield in the MPD thruster channel was measured 'vith magnetic probes, the
voltage and the current were also measured at various positions at the electric circuit. TheI plasma electron density in the MPD thruster was measured with Mach-Zehnder interferometer.
The ruby laser - in a quasicontinious generation mode - was used as an illuminator. The
interference field ws:: equal 12x7 cm 2, that allowed one to perform measurements at anv
position in the IMPD channel without interferometer transport. The MPD - thruster insulator
was aligned in parallel to the optical interferometer axis with the accuracy up to 3'. The
interference pattern hlift was registered with a streak camera. The time resolution was 5 10i- s.
Typical interferogranim is shown in Fig.l.
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Fig. .Near insulator zone interferogramm (slit is parallel to the insulator).
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The magnetic field measurement in a nearby - insulator zone have shown that the main
current passes within a layer , at the distance 0 - I cm from the insulator surface (Fig.2.). The
electron density distribution nearby the insulator is shown in Fig.3. During the main time of a
discharge the meatured refraction at the MPD - entry is negative and electron densit\ is 101 -
5 )101' cn- 3 . The average electron density distribution at the MPD- entry is changed in a time.
This time is characteristic for changes in the current and voltage magnitudes. Taking account
of the fact that the time of flight for particles through this zone, at a very modest average
particle velocity value, is shorter than 10- 7 s; the gas flow can be assumed to be a stationary
one.
Since the spatial resolution was about lO- 2cm and the refraction nearby the insulator is
negative, one can make a statement that the plasma ionization degree is no less than 1% at the
distance 10- 2cm from the insulator surface.
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Fig.2 Magnetic field distribution at the inlet of the accelerating channel.

For the time gap 0- 4 the main contibution to refractive index include elecrons and fring shift is
negative. For the time 4.5- 7p.s fringe shift near insulator is positive. Maximal positive shift area
thickness is near 2 mm. This is a result of netral component existence in this area. Near insulator
electric field estimated is lower 100 V/cm. Newtral gas layer thickness dynamics is shown in
Fig.4
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Fig.3. Input voltage, electron density near insulator, and newtral layer thickness vs. time
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Fig.4. Newtral gas layer thickness dynamics.
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lon ailItion iIn th il lllll' i of [t'l the electriic cii ' al :^ \llieW s,  I1;1nl ' Ii", , . ,1 i,"uli ol
cleciCitr collisions w ith atoms. IlI this case. an avcrac electronl dclsit\ ih tln o\tCl lila the
potlential of atom ionization so that the ionization is performcd duc to i1the l. clC eIlctonl, \hich
compose the electron energy distribution function tail The ioni/ation zone thicklnes. \vhrei the
propellant material is considerably ionized, is small. MNorcover, i ther dci icce iiundi
consideration, as a rule the quasi-stationary plasma flow paramncters of whicli :ae dleer c nlcd by
the houndari conditions at the entry of the accelerating channel- is cal/cie . I his gives an
opportunity to assume an II)- stationary model for representing the process of propellant
material ionization.

Let a flow of propellant consisting of neutral atoms, enter the MNPD - thruster channel
(x=0). The further consideration is done for a mixture of fluorine and carbon (vapor of
fluoroplastic). For simplicity, let us neglect the dissociation of molecules. If one assumes that
the electron energy distribution in the ioniozation zone is a Maxwellian one. their balance can
be represented by the following set of equations:

3 . a . Te (rE2  2me 3k Te - Ta I,)
( Ie + I). - -+ -2(T x 'x -e mx m v M 2 T rx mll

= (Te)- - (1 - ) -- + -- , (0)= 0. (1)c(x)111 (m x

no
Vo

o x

Fig.5. For consideration of propellent ionization.

Since the ioniza-ion zone thickness is small, one can assume, with satisfactory precision, that
the quantities v, m' and E are constant in this zone. The equations represent ionization of a
substance in a flow moving under electric field along the x-axis (Fig.5).

In the general case, the analysis (i) is rather complicated. lowever, one can mad, here
some sympifying assumptions. First, the heating of heavy particles can be neglected in th- high
electric fields, when the power consumed by electrons is great. Second, the heat conduc:ion is
proportional to the temperature gradient, it weekly depends on the power of a heat release w
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, I , l)(2)

c cx a m (i i A\

S-1+ T +R, (3)

R - radiative energy fraction per act of ionization. . In the expression (2) the potential of
ionization is replaced by c in order to take the energy losses for electron heating and radiation
into account. The approach to the gas ionization, using the idea of electron cost, is rather
widely spread and used, e.g. in [2].

As for radiation flux, ), partially absorbed in the ionization zone, in case of the MPD
thruster this flux can be considered as an external one, entering from the main discharge region.
where the plasma ionization degree is rather high, and the range even of relatively high quanta
(1000 A) is great. As an estimate one can assume this flux to be proportional to the electric
power of a discharge. Then at x< l/nocTphi the plasma radiation flux in the ionization zone can
be represented in the form:

) = aP -(1+ cDF x). (4)
v

P- is the inlet power. cP is the energy flux in the inlet from outer discharge (mesured in
experiment).

The final expression for the plasma ionization degree can be written in the form:

a c-E uP
- = -- (0) = 0. (5)

Ox Em I v

The plasma conduction in the ioni7.zation region, dependent on the type of electron collisions, is
determined by the expression:

1*n 7, for < b,

S= (6)
( I Te 3/ 2  foir > bb,

,b is found from the condition of equality between the times of electron collisions with atoms
and the Coulombian collisions. Distribution of the ioni7ation degree for <Lt,, when the
collisions with atoms domin:te, has the form:

I
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The tfirther change of inw/atlion i1 the MPD- channel can K' estim.ce . j'Ns' mmi' ;ti .
Coulo bian condition to be ctnstant due to a week change in ithe lectron ,lem ii;iiilr ' ilich
is usually "frozen" at the level of a f1ew eV.

The dependencies used in calculatioins tor a change in the inliu;liioc n delree ;at lie ileikt to
the MPD -channel vs. distance from insulator surtface for two values of electric tieclIs steii'nuth
are given in Fig. 6.

Note that the proposed model of ionization predicts an abrupt expansio of thle ion i/liltion
layer with a reduction in the electric field strength at the MPD -inlet. similar to that inl
interferometric measurements. Indeed in Fig. I one can see that the thickness of a layer with
positive refraction and, respectively with a low ionization degree. starts to exceed the spatial
resolution of interferometric measurements at the voltage 0.5 kV at the MPD- inlet. Then, the
nearby -insulator region with a low ionization degree expands at the rate 2 10l cm/s and attains
the thickness to some fractions of millimeter, the time of particle passage through it becomes I
compatible with the time of inlet voltage change (lps). Probably, the equilibrium ionization
layer thickness, at the input electric field lower than 100 V/cm and at the fixed mass flow rate
(about 1024cm-s-), is equal to a few millimeters.

Conclusions

Thus in a quasi-stationary -high power MPD thruster with the mass flow rate equal
10 24 cm-s-1 at the inlet voltage equal to a few kilovolts the ionization zone is, 10 -cm. In this
case the ionization process at the MPD- thruster inlet should not. probably, make a noticeable
effect on the plasna dynamics in the accelerating channel. Sugges;cd semiiphenomenolo-o'icai
model based on energy consideration of ionization processes is a good agreementi .itlh
experiment.
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Fig.6. Ionization degree at the thruster inlet.
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